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The area around Marysville provides a smorgasbord of shooting opportunities and it was this that drew us to venture that way for
a three day break. Cameras, lenses and a few bottles of red soon filled the boot as we made our way to our digs discovered on
Airbnb.
Nestled in a valley just a few kilometres north of Marysville, our accommodation was appealing and centrally located to the areas
we wanted to shoot.
Day one was uneventful and shooting was mainly around the Marysville area. The local golf club was the recommendation for
dinner and while the meal was OK, I grew a few more greys while waiting for it. Let’s just say it’s a very leisurely pace they work at!
Next morning we decided to head to Taggerty to shoot the Cascade and it was near Buxton that Ineke (in charge of the GPS)
realised she was heading me in the wrong direction.
A swift U-turn saw us heading back whence we came from but I was instructed to hang a left and follow the grey highlight on the
GPS, and as we all know, the “grey route” is the “alternate” route and this put us over the Cathedral Range. The “blue route” would
have taken us back past Marysville on bitumen road all the way to Taggerty Cascade.
So the left hand turn saw us enter Mt Margaret Road and thankfully it was made of bitumen – a sigh of relief and comment to
self - OK this does not look too bad we could be alright. A few bends later she became a tad narrow and all of a sudden bitumen
gave way to a dirt road. It was still OK but we were getting deeper and deeper into trouble. If you recall we had some pretty fierce
winds in Melbourne a few weeks back but through the Cathedral Range it was clocked as a Category 5 Cyclone, Tornado, Typhoon
and the list goes on. Plenty of twigs and small branches had fallen on what had now become a goat track. It was the point of no
return – too narrow to do a U-turn so we soldiered on at walking pace for the best part of an hour. And while working up a sweat on
the steering wheel trying to dodge potholes that I’m convinced went hallway to China to boulders the size of Ayres Rock – OK OK,
enough embellishing but you get the picture, she was rough and the ultra-low profile tyres on my car were taking a beating.
Rounding a corner our path was blocked by a branch about 5” across. I barely managed to drag this out of the way and we hoped
this was the last of it.
And what a sight to behold a sign advising that the Taggerty Cascade was a few hundred meters down the road.
We managed to spend quite some time shooting around the Cascade and the image on the front cover I managed to shoot on the
way down. Turning around to look back at the forest I was quite amazed by the view with the Sun just peeking around from behind
the trees.
Time to head off and about two kilometres past the Cascade heading in the direction of Marysville we were greeted by a massive
tree blocking our way. What to do? Certainly I was not going back over the “grey route” and with only “one bar” on the phone,
fingers were crossed when calling the SES.
The boys came within 30 minutes armed with a chainsaw and proceeded to clear the path for our onward journey. Believe it or not
the day was gazetted as “National Tree Day” - go figure...
So… don’t always believe that the GPS will get you there, don’t follow the “grey route”, and a gratuitous plug – subscribe to Telstra
- any other telco provider would have seen us stranded for the night.
I invited the SES boys to the Buxton Pub for a drink and meal that night however we finished up eating without them. Oh, and I
asked the chef how many chickens he plucked for the Chicken Parma – it was the largest I have ever seen!
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Every second year on the Sunday of Labour Day long weekend, there is a festival in a small town in Gippsland to celebrate the
humble spud. For those of you who don’t know Thorpdale is famous for its potatoes, in fact you probably had Thorpdale spuds for
dinner last night.
The festival is more like a country fair, but with a twist, they have the standard wood chop and sheering competitions as well as
farm equipment and working dog presentations, but there is also, the potato picking contest. For women the race is to pick up three
boxes of potatoes from the ground the fastest and then move four 50kg bags across the line and for men to pick up three 50kg
bags worth of potatoes from the ground, put them in bags and then sew the bags shut. There is spud throwing (if you get it in the
furthest bucket it is worth $50) as well as throwing sacks full of potatoes up onto piles of pallets, potato eating (mashed of course),
potato sack races and the famous hessians on the field! What I hear you say hessians on the field what on earth is that? Very
simple, it is a fashion show where all the clothes are made from hessian.
This year there were also presentations from Andrew “Spud Fit” Taylor who spent a year eating only potatoes and lost 53kg in the
process and a special guest Miguel from the living room, who was sporting an outfit made of entirely hessian. I also got to see the
local CFA demonstration on how they rescue someone from a trapped car (complete with jaws of life), and there were also plenty
of vintage cars and tractors to look at.
Of course, a day at the spud festival would not be complete without a potato lunch, there were baked potatoes with all the toppings,
chips, fried spiral cut potatoes on a stick, as well as cooking demonstrations and many other non-potato cuisines to choose from.
For those of you who think this might be a nice day out in the country the next festival will be on in 2019
Some of Kate’s images from the day...
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July Comp Results
3 Way Competition
Essendon
DPI’s
Prints

143		
139		

Totals

282 Overall Winner

Ivanhoe
DPI’s
Prints

119		
126		

Totals

245

Rosanna
DPI’s
Prints

137		
133		

Totals

270
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August Comp Results

Essendon

Geelong

DPI’s
Prints

251			
237			

236
239

Totals

488			

475

Best Essendon DPI
Best Essendon Print

Winding through the trees
Mood
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Death Valley under the
Moon and Stars Michael Frye

The panorama above was created by stitching together six separate frames. I turned the camera to a vertical orientation,
with my 20mm Rokinon lens, to make sure I had enough vertical spacing to include the top of the Milky Way as well
as the dunes below. When making panoramas, day or night, I always make sure I have at least a 50-percent overlap
between frames. How do you see that in the dark? By picking out a bright star near the middle or edge of the frame. If,
for example, I’m capturing the panorama sequence from left to right, I could find a star on the right edge of the frame in
the first shot, then move that star to the middle of the frame for the next image. Or, I could find a star in the middle of the
first frame, then move that star to the left edge for the second exposure.
We set up continuous, low-level lighting for this scene. I used two LED light panels with amber filters, and placed them
on cheap, lightweight tripods. The main light was just out of the frame to the left, raking across the dunes. The second
was actually behind the dune on the right, adding a bit of fill light to the right side of the dunes in the middle and on the
left. I adjusted the light output of the LED panels to expose the dunes properly with typical Milky-Way settings on the
camera – that is, 15 or 20 seconds at f/2.8 and 6400 ISO, or any equivalent exposure. (I actually used 20 seconds at
f/2.5 at 5000 ISO for each image in my panorama.)
So which is better: light-painting with a hand-held flashlight, or continuous, low-level lighting with LED panels on stands?
Neither. They both have advantages and disadvantages, and both have their place. It’s nice to have choices, and
anyone serious about lighting landscapes at night should learn how to do both. (For more information about low-level
lighting you can start with this article. For light-painting, I recommend my friend Lance Keimig’s book Night Photography
and Light Painting. Also, at the bottom of this page, under “Related Posts,” I’ll link to some of my posts that give detailed
descriptions of how I lit certain images.)
Below you’ll find a few more images I made at night in Death Valley this past spring, with extended captions to explain how
they were made. In one I used a hand-held flashlight; in two others I set up continuous lights on stands. The rest were made
with natural moonlight.

Please note, this article has been edited from the original source located at www.michaelfrye.com and written by
Michael Frye. Thanks are extended to Jan Hannasky for the pointer to this site.
cont’d next page

Sand dune and Milky Way, Death Valley. I made this image on a scouting trip before our workshops. My original intention
was to make a panorama, so I set up continuous, low-level lighting on this dune. This time, however, I used two Fenix
FD40 flashlights, rather than LED panels. The Fenix lights have five different brightness settings, with an adjustable
beam, and the light is beautifully even when the beam is at its widest. They even have a tripod thread. These lights are
expensive, however (about $100 each), and their native color is cool and slightly greenish, so you have to filter them.
Here I used orange gels over each light, and set them to light the central dune from each side, and highlight the dune’s
curving ridge. This final image is actually only part of a stitched panorama, as I ended up liking this section of the panorama
better than the whole thing. (Rokinon 20mm lens, each frame 20 seconds at f/2.8, 3200 ISO.) When I returned to this
spot less than two weeks later, this dune was completely gone! Some big wind storms had thoroughly reshaped the dunes.

Clouds and Milky Way reflected in Tenaya Lake, Yosemite. A
four-frame vertical panorama stitched together with Lightroom’s
Panorama Merge; each frame was 20 seconds at f/2.5, ISO 6400.

Salt flats at night, Death Valley. The final image is a blend of 3 exp: stars
(20 sec at f/2.8, 6400 ISO), lighting from the left, and one for the lighting
from the right (both 30 sec at f/4, 1600 ISO). 20mm Rokinon lens.
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Letter to the Editor
MIke Spillane
I would like to take this opportunity to congratulate you on the work you are doing with
the newslettter. The quality you achieve is quite outstanding. I do speak from experience,
as I was very closely involved in production of the early newsletters . You printed a
reminiscence of Alex Murray in your current issue. It was his idea to print a newsletter,
and with his usual good humoured inability to appreciate, or even comprehend any of
the technical issues involved, he passed the idea to others to put into practice. When
Alex asked anyone to do something, it always seemed to happen. And so it was that
we started printing on a Fordigraph spirit duplicator; a machine that used a form of
methylated spirits to imprint a carbon copy image onto paper. The result was a purple
image that progressively got fainter as printing progressed. Maximum readable copies
was limited to about 80. No pictures or illustrations, just a simple standard typeface.
We progressed to a secondhand Gestetner duplicator. This was Big Time! It used a
waxed paper stencil that allowed real printers ink to pass through the typed text onto
the paper. (Much of the ink found its way also onto the operator). Now I could produce
as many copies as I liked, and they were all readable. We continued with this machine
for many years, even using it to print the Course Notes for our “Introduction to Photography’
course during the early years of that endeavour. That was a big job, as we did not limit
our number of applicants in those days, and several times we had 80 or more beginners
in the class. 80 sets of comprehensive notes required a lot of time and effort. All hand
typed, printed, collated and bound by just two or three members of the club. Ian Cust,
Neil Ross and myself were the main activists. Eventually, we managed to get the notes
printed by offset, which necessitated much less input by the members.
At some stage, I was promoted, (though I think co-opted is a more suitable word),
against my better judgement, to the position of editor of the newsletter. Searching my
memory, I think the first editor was George Moore, a lovely man and a very pedantic
wordsmith. His writing was the saving grace that redeemed my printing. Eventually
George relinquished the position, and I found myself the editor, printer and chief writer.
Then, as apparently now, it was very difficult to prise copy from other members. And
remember, we could not fill the space with photographs, or even with large font printing.
We simply had to write sufficient articles to fill the space.
I wonder if there are any of our early efforts in the archive. I know that I did have some
of them among my own papers, but have not seen them for years. One day soon I will
try to find them. If I do uncover them, I will let you know.
That’s enough reminiscing for now. Once again, keep up your excellent work. It is great
to have contact with the club via the internet. Who knows, one day soon I may motivate
myself to visit.
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Social Media
There are a number of ways to “connect” with the Essendon Camera Club including:
Website

- www.EssendonCameraClub.org.au

Flickr

- www.flickr.com/groups/2847869@N21

Facebook - www.facebook.com/groups/EssendonCameraClub
Use ECC social media channels to contribute to discussion or post your images.

Mid Year Winter
Lunch. . . Ballarat

Sixteen Members of the ECC attended the Mid Year Winter Lunch in Ballarat. The
Company was great as was the conversation.
Judging by the number of empty glasses on the table, indicates that the conversation
became even more animated toward the end of a great outing. And by all accounts
the tucker was pretty good as well...
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City Outing
St Kilda
Monday 27th November 2017
Meet 7:30 @ the “mouth”

Bring some coins
for parking
Shooting opportunities: St Kilda Pier - Penguins (after Sunset) end of St Kilda Pier
Drinks & Coffee in a local cafe following end of shooting.
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More details available on ECC website and via flyer at the regular Club Meeting.

Nikon D850 Review
The Nikon D850 is Nikon’s latest high resolution full-frame DSLR,
boasting a 46MP backside-illuminated CMOS sensor. But, in a
fairly radical departure for the series, it is also one of the company’s fastest-shooting DSLRs. This combination of properties
should significantly widen the camera’s appeal to high-end enthusiasts as well as a broad range of professional photographers.
Key Specifications:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

45.7MP BSI CMOS sensor
7 fps continuous shooting with AE/AF (9 with battery grip
and EN-EL18b battery)
153-point AF system linked to 180,000-pixel metering system
UHD 4K video capture at up to 30p from full sensor width
1080 video at up to 120p, recorded as roughly 1/4 or 1/5th
speed slow-mo
4:2:2 8-bit UHD uncompressed output while recording to
card
1 XQD slot and 1 UHS II-compliant SD slot
Battery life rated at 1840 shots
3.2” tilting touchscreen with 2.36M-dot (1024×768 pixel) LCD
Illuminated controls
19.4MP DX crop (or 8.6MP at 30fps for up to 3 sec)
SnapBridge full-time Bluetooth LE connection system with
Wi-Fi
Advanced time-lapse options (including in-camera 4K video
creation)

High resolution
The use of a backside illuminated (BSI) sensor means that the
light collecting elements of the sensor are closer to the surface of
the chip. This should not only increase the efficiency of the sensor (improving low light performance) but should also be expected to make the pixels near the edges of the sensor better able to
accept light approaching with high angles of incidence, improving
peripheral image quality.
Like the D810 before it, the D850 continues to offer an ISO 64
mode, that allows it to tolerate more light in bright conditions. We
will be testing whether this gives the D850 the same dynamic
range advantage as the D810, as soon as a production version
arrives but our initial quick looks suggests it does, meaning it
should be able to compete with the medium format sensors used
in the likes of the Fujifilm GFX 50S and Pentax 645Z.
The D850 has gained a more usable electronic first curtain shutter option, which can now be used quiet shutter mode, as well as
live view and Mirror-Up mode. To get the full benefit, though, you
need to turn on exposure delay (which has had two sub-second
delay settings added). However, exposure delay persists across
all shooting modes. Thankfully, and presumably thanks to a
redesigned shutter and mirror mechanism, our quick check with
a pre-production model suggests shutter shock may not be an
issue, even without engaging it.

The D850 has no anti-aliasing filter, which should allow for slightly
finer detail capture but with added risk of moiré, if any of your lenses
are sharp enough to out-resolve a 45.7MP full-frame sensor. There’s
still no sign of the clever design Nikon patented so, unlike the Pentax
K-1 or Sony RX1R II, you can’t engage an anti-aliasing effect if you
do find false color appearing in densely patterned areas.
High Speed
In addition to the increased speed, the D850 also gains the full AF
capabilities of the company’s flagship sports camera: the D5. This
includes all the hardware: AF module, metering sensor and dedicated
AF processor, as well as the full range of AF modes and configuration
options, which should translate to comparable focus performance
combined with high resolution.
Given the D5 possessed one of the best AF systems we’ve ever seen
and could continue to offer that performance in a wide range of conditions and shooting scenarios with minimal need for configuration, this
is an exciting prospect.
As part of this system, the D850 gains the automated system for setting
an AF Fine Tune value. It only calibrates the lens based on the central
AF point and for a single distance, but it’s a simple way to ensure you’re
getting closer to your lenses’ full capabilities, which is handy given you’ll
now be able to scrutinize their performance with 46MP of detail.
Impressively, the D850 can shoot at nine frames per second if you add
the optional MB-D18 battery grip and buy an EN-EL18b battery, as used
in the D5. As well as increasing the camera’s burst rate, this combination
also ups the battery life to a staggering 5140 shots per charge. You don’t
get this same boost in speed or endurance if you use a second ENEL15a in the grip, though.
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An MB-D18 plus an EN-EL18b is likely to set you back over US$580
over and above the cost of the camera body (US $399 for the grip,
around US$149 for the battery, US$30 for the BL-6 battery chamber
cover plus the cost of a charger).
The D850 also includes a sufficiently deep buffer to allow fifty-one 14bit losslessly compressed Raw files, meaning the majority of photographers are unlikely to hit its limits.
Video capabilities
In terms of video the D850 becomes the first Nikon DSLR to capture
4K video from the full width of its sensor. The camera can shoot at
30, 25 or 24p, at a bitrate of around 144 Mbps. It can simultaneously output uncompressed 4:2:2 8-bit UHD to an external recorder
while recording to the card. Our initial impression is that the video is
pixel-binned, rather than being resolved then downsampled (oversampling), but we’ll be checking on this as part of the review process.
This risks lowering the level of detail capture and increases the risk
of moiré, though it’s a better solution than line-skipping. There also
seemed to be a fair amount of rolling shutter, but again these are only
first impressions from a camera running non-final firmware.
At 1080 resolution, the camera can shoot at up to 60p, with a slow-mo
mode that can capture at 120 frames per second before outputting at
either 25 or 24p. The 1080 mode also offers focus peaking and digital
stabilization, neither of which are available for 4K shooting.

Autofocus hardware
As with the Nikon D5, the D850 has a 153-point AF system featuring
99 cross-type points. The central AF point is rated as working in light as
low as -4EV, with the rest still active at -3EV (and, since the metering
sensor is meant to work down to this level too, it may still be possible to
use the camera’s 3D tracking mode in these very low light conditions).
Fifteen of the camera’s AF points clustered near the center of the
frame will work with lens + teleconverter combinations with maximum
apertures of just F8, which should make it useful for pursuits such as
birding.
This Multi-Cam 20K AF system, like the D5’s, offers a good degree of
frame coverage for a full frame camera: 30% wider than on the D810,
the company says. The move from the D810’s 91,000-pixel metering
sensor to the D5’s 180,000-pixel chip should improve subject recognition. This and the inclusion of a dedicated AF processor means the
D850 should be a match for the D5, which can keep AF points on a
moving subject even in continuous shooting, rather than subject tracking performance dropping noticeably during bursts, as the D810’s did.
So far as we can tell, the only significant difference between the D850’s
AF system and the D5’s is the viewfinder display. The D5 has an
organic electro-luminescent display layer that allows it to light the active
AF points as they change in 3D tracking mode, the D850 has an LCD
layer on which the points only light up when they’re manually moved or
when focus is initiated or acquired.

The D850 doesn’t have any Log gamma options for high-end videographers, but it does have the ‘Flat’ Picture Profile to squeeze a little extra
dynamic range into its footage, without adding too much to the complexity of grading. It also offers full Auto ISO with exposure compensation
when shooting in manual exposure mode, meaning you can set your
aperture value and shutter speed, and let the camera try to maintain that
brightness by varying the sensitivity.

Viewfinder

As you’d expect from a camera at this level, the D850 also includes the
Power Aperture feature that allows the camera to open and close the
lens iris smoothly when in live view mode. There’s also an ‘Attenuator’
mode for the camera’s audio capture, that rolls-off any loud noises to
avoid unpleasant clipping sounds.

Time-lapse

Body & Camera Features
The D850’s body is primarily made from magnesium alloy and
fairly closely resembles the D810. The newer model gains a D750style flip up/down cradle for its rear screen, which is not only much
higher in resolution but also touch sensitive. Unlike the D5 and
D500, this touch sensitivity can be used in live view mode and for
navigating menus, as well as for in playback mode.
The camera’s grip has been reworked, making it more comfortable
than the D810 when holding the camera for long periods or with
heavy lens combinations.
The most obvious visual difference between the cameras is a
different viewfinder hump, with the new camera having no built-in
flash. Instead, strobe users will have to make do with the flash
sync socket or purchase the WR- radio control trigger set (the
WR-A10, WR-R10 and WR-T10 that allow remote triggering of the
camera or remote control of radio compatible flashguns such as
the Speedlight SB-5000).
Nikon says that the removal of the onboard flash allows the D850 to
be better weather-sealed than the D810, since there are fewer seams
on the top of the camera to protect against moisture ingress.

The removal of the camera’s built-in flash frees up room for a new
viewfinder, so magnification is able to leap from 0.7x to 0.75x which
is the largest optical viewfinder on any Nikon DSLR. The larger finder, which features a new condenser lens and an aspherical element
in the design, retains a reasonable (17mm) eye point, we’re told, so
the whole scene should be visible even for most glasses wearers.

As with previous Nikon cameras, the D850 has intervalometer functions built in, so that you can capture time lapses without any external
accessories. This feature can be combined with the camera’s silent
shutter live view mode, to avoid vibration or excessive wear on the
mechanical shutter, though with the risk of rolling shutter.
The camera can either assemble the images together in a 4K video
or retain the full resolution files, to allow you to create a full resolution time-lapse in third-party software. Nikon uses the camera’s high
resolution to brand this second capability as “8K Timelapse,” since the
images exceed the 7680 × 4320 dimension of that video format.
Like previous Nikons, the intervalometer lets you specify the number of
shots and the delay between them but now adds the ability to create a
new folder and reset the file numbering for each time lapse sequence, so
that the files can easily be isolated and transferred to 3rd-party software.
Focus shift
The D850 can also use this ‘new folder and reset the counter’ approach for another of its features. The Focus Shift mode prompts the
camera to shoot a series of photos at different focus distances. You
can specify the number of images, the size of the distance steps and
whether there’s a delay between each shot. Unlike the similar feature
on Olympus and Panasonic cameras, the Nikon can’t combine the
resultant images, but it can place them in a separate folder to make it
easy to import them into 3rd-party focus stacking software.
We’re told the focus steps will be selected on a dimensionless 0-10
scale, presumably because the distance of the increments will vary
depending on the type of lens you use.
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SnapBridge
The D850 includes Nikon’s SnapBridge connectivity system. This
establishes a full-time Bluetooth LE connection between the camera
and compatible smart devices. This is a step forward from the D810,
which had no built-in wireless options, however, we have not found the
SnapBridge system to be a good match for high-end systems in the
past.
Existing implementations of SnapBridge lean very heavily towards using the Bluetooth connection to transfer images (unlike Samsung and
Canon’s approaches, which use it just to keep lines of communication
open, so that Wi-Fi communication can be established more rapidly).
The camera can transfer every image it shoots automatically either at
2MP or in full resolution, but only over Bluetooth. Select the images
on the camera and those will be sent (slowly) over Bluetooth, too. The
only way of accessing Wi-Fi and its greater transfer speed is to use the
app to browse your memory card and select from there.
Without a significant reworking of the SnapBridge app, we are
concerned that the combination of a high-speed 46MP camera and a
primarily Bluetooth-based connection with no ability to send Raw files
will be inappropriate for the typical D850 user.
We were lucky enough to get a chance to handle the D850 and
shoot a couple of quick test shots, though it was a pre-production
camera, so we haven’t been able to conduct a full and detailed
analysis of these images.
Based on these experiences, we’re very impressed with the
camera (as really should be the case when one of the big camera
makers updates one of its most expensive, most ambitious models). From the specs alone, the camera promises something like
the image quality of the Fujifilm GFX 50S with something like the
autofocus performance of the Nikon D5. That’s a big deal.
...it could really be a camera for all disciplines
The Sony a99 II showed it was possible to offer high resolution images
and fast shooting, but the D850 takes this a step further. There are
some ‘ifs,’ of course, but if the sensor can offer the low ISO image
quality of the D810 combined with the AF of the D5 at between seven
and nine frames per second, then it could really be a camera for all
disciplines, from high res studio work to street fashion, weddings,
sports, landscapes...

expect the same level of fine detail as oversampled footage (where the
information from all the pixels is demosaiced and then downscaled to
4K resolution), but on the plus side, it is less prone to moiré and should
be better in low light than footage created by line skipping.
Although we have our concerns about the level of rolling shutter we
saw and the continued lack of focus peaking for manual focusing in
4K mode, it’s worth putting this in perspective. Canon’s 5D Mark IV,
the latest camera in what was once the go-to DSLR series for film
makers, also exhibits significant rolling shutter despite also being
subject to a significant crop. By comparison, The D850 offers the full
(horizontal) field of view of its sensor, which is likely to make it a much
easier camera to shoot with. Either way, we suspect there will be a lot
of photographers from a broad range of disciplines who simply won’t
care, or will find the results more than good enough given the camera’s
other capabilities.
Then there’s SnapBridge. It’s a primarily Bluetooth-based communication system that works very well for sending Facebook-sized images
to a smartphone on the beginner-friendly D3400 but, we felt, made
considerably less sense on the enthusiast-targeted, high frame rate
D500. Without a fairly fundamental rethink, this criticism is going to be
even more pressing on the high frame rate and high resolution D850.
SnapBridge’s Wi-Fi simply can’t be used for many of the things you
might now reasonably expect
Since Wi-Fi is only accessible via the app and can only be used to pull
images from the camera, we’re not even sure it’s fair to describe the
camera as offering Wi-Fi: it simply can’t be used for many of the things
you might now reasonably expect. There’s no way to connect to a
home network, no means to transfer Raw and not even a way to auto
transfer images over Wi-Fi, rather than Bluetooth. It’s perhaps telling
that when we spoke to them, Nikon’s representatives highlighted that
the D850 is compatible with the expensive WT-7A connectivity module:
i.e., ‘if you need a solid connectivity solution, we have an accessory for
that’.
Of course, other questions remain to be answered: even when lenses
have been calibrated with Automated AF Fine Tune, will the camera be
able to focus consistently enough to withstand scrutiny at 45.7MP? The
D5’s autofocus performance is excellent, but 20-46MP is a big jump
and until we see a testable D850 there’s no way of checking the results
in such high detail. You can be assured it’s one of the first things we’ll
check when a production-spec camera arrives.

Whether it lives up to this promise will come down to the implementation, and it’s what we’ve experienced of this, hands-on, that leaves
us impressed. For a start, it seems that a revised shutter and mirror
mechanism has resolved the shock issues the D810 exhibited with
longer lenses. This is a critical improvement for such a high resolution
camera and one that isn’t directly covered in the specs, but our quick
shots suggest it’s done the job.
We weren’t able to examine the camera’s high ISO performance, but
a quick check at base ISO suggests the ISO 64 mode does offer a DR
advantage over ISO 100, which is what allowed the D810 to match
the dynamic range performance of the GFX 50S and Pentax 645Z.
We’ve also not had a chance to check the shadows, so this is a very
preliminary impression, but ISO 64 does seem to be a ‘real’ sensitivity
setting (i.e., not just ISO 100, but clipping earlier).
We’re less excited about the D850’s video specification. Again, these
impressions are based on brief use of a pre-production camera, but it
seems extremely unlikely that Nikon is going to find a way to significantly change the sensor readout or processing speed to improve
the rolling shutter we observed during our time with the camera. The
footage itself looks like it’s pixel-binned. This means that we don’t
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“Thank You”
The Essendon Camera Club appreciates and
extends a big “thank you” to the following
sponsors for their support of our Club

Contributions are sought for
your newsletter - In Focus.
More members’ input is most
welcome!
Please send your contribution:
Boris@Struk.com.au
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alanmyki48@gmail.com		

0439 413 355

Ineke Struk

Treasurer		

dutch07au@yahoo.com		

0410 322 973

Levin Barrett					levinbarrett@gmail.com		

0428 340 737

0403 005 273

General Committee:
Monica Bonnici				monicabonnici@yahoo.com.au
Clem deSilva					tappserv@yahoo.com		
Boris M Struk 				

Boris@Struk.com.au		

0418 37 69 71

Rosemarie Federle				frfederle@yahoo.com 		

0438 177 117

Ondina Savi 				ondinasavi@optusnet.com.au

0413 388 609

Portfolios:
Competition Secretary

-		

Andy Simari		

Douglas Golob

Interclub Secretary

-		

Monica Bonnici

Levin Barett

Attendance			-		Alan Wilson
In Focus Editor		

-		

Boris M Struk

Outings			-		Monica Bonnici
WEB				-		Matt Wings

IN FOCUS is the official newsletter of the Essendon Camera Club Inc. Editor Boris M Struk
All original material remains the property of the Essendon Camera Club Inc.
Individual contributors retain copyright of their individual work; and consent must be obtained from them
before reproducing their work in any part
Where known, any third party copyright material in this publication is attributed.
All correspondence should be addressed to:
Mr. Alan WILSON
Secretary, Essendon Camera Club
P.O. Box 127,
Essendon, Vic 3040
E-mail: secretary@essendoncameraclub.org.au

